
laminate to decorate
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Sure our new  

laminate 
fabrics  
are durable and 

water-resistant, but 
once you see what 

they can do for your 
home décor, you’ll 

be singing in  
the rain...and  

everywhere else!



in style, come 
rain or shine
There’s no raining on your parade! 
Laminated fabric keeps you dry in 
a downpour—and fashionable in 
any kind of weather. The forecast 
may be frightful, but you can 
brighten up that grey day with a 
trendy raincoat (McCall’s pattern 
#6392) and a sassy attitude. 
Nothing can dampen your spirits 
when you look this good!
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rainy days, sunny smiles  
Water off a duck’s back? Rain won’t dampen your 
enthusiasm—you’ll stay dry and fashionable in these 
adorable raincoats made from Hobby Lobby’s latest 
laminated fabrics. We used McCall’s pattern #6517 for 
the raincoat and boot toppers.

She’s your mini-me. But you go  
sophisticated in a cheetah print  

raincoat, while baby girl loves the  
florals. Our laminated fabric has  

patterns to suit every taste. 



totally totes  These carryalls are 
up to the challenge. Whether you’re going to 
school, the grocery store, or the beach, there’s 
room inside to carry whatever you need. And 
lining the inside with laminated fabric means 
they’re also spill-friendly! For even more style  
options, make yours reversible!  We used 
Simplicity pattern #2806.
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everything in its place  Of course 
you’ve gotta have the placemats that match the tablecloth! 
This grey and yellow color scheme gives your kitchen a 
sophisticated, modern look and the chevron and damask 
patterns serve up a heapin’ helpin’ of style. Our laminated 
fabric works equally well for indoor or outdoor dining.

recipe rescue  Now you’re cookin’! To be creative 
in the kitchen, sometimes you have to get a little messy! But keep 
Grandma’s Sugar Cookie recipe spotless with a cookbook cover that 
wipes clean. Laminated fabric makes cleanup quick and easy—
and that leaves more time for baking!
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ready, pet, go!
Whether your pet eats at the Doggie Diner or the 
Kitty Café, this easy-to-make feeding mat will 
keep the mess to a minimum. And with so many  
cheerful prints to choose from, why not make 
Rover a collar to match? Man’s best friend 
deserves a little spoiling!

ditch the drainer
Just have a few things to drip dry? This mat is where
it’s at! Make dinner clean up easy and liven up your kitchen décor  
at the same time. Our easy-care laminate fabrics are so versatile, the possibilities  
are endless!

Please Note: Laminated fabric is water-resistant (not waterproof ), 
but seams need to be sealed with Dritz Fray Check™—otherwise, 
fabric may curl.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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